
 

 

 
 Carl Sandburg, Saturday, November 21, 1925, Chicago, IL  
…That Royle Girl is aimed first of all at getting the interest of the audience, holding the moviegoers in 
their seats, giving them laughter, suspense, shocks, thrills or melodrama…  
An entertaining movie that, so far as we could note in the audience at the Chicago theater, held 
onlookers with the suspense of interest, the laughter and the thrills that they seek entering the portals 
of that Babylonian interior of Balaban & Katz.i  
i The Movies Are”: Carl Sandburg’s Film Reviews and Essays: 1920-1928, edited and with historical commentary by Arnie Bernstein, Lake Claremont Press, October, 2000, pages 284-
285  

 
Photoplay Magazine, March 1926, page 55  
D. W. Griffith can’t, apparently, make a poor picture. Even when he steps out of character for a 
moment to depict swift melodrama with jazz and younger generation, he does it pleasingly.  
Carol Dempster gives a performance that skyrockets her into any ten best list of players named from 
now on.  
“That Royle Girl” presents a fresh idea on the screen - that is, that a girl can mean different things to 
different men. Daisy Royle doesn’t love the jazz orchestra leader, and she certainly is not a gad girl; but 
she makes the very feminine error of leading a man on and then trying to close the door in his face. 
What follows is highly dramatic and interesting; with the keen suspense that characterizes all Girffith’s 
pictures.  
 
Variety, Wednesday, January 13th, 1926  
Aside from… the performance by Carol Dempster, there’s nothing to “That Royle Girl” worth saying 
much about.  
It is just a long-winded film which gets all mixed up in the middle, starting out with a melting pot 
theme and then forgets all about it.  
 
Baltimore Sun (source, Film Daily, January 7th, 1926)  
The production provides an interesting melodrama of average “program” merit – it does not belong in 
that class of extra-superspecial films which one has come to associate with Mr. Griffith’s name.  
 
Detroit News (source, Film Daily, January 7th, 1926)  
… this picture keeps the spectators pinned to their seats, giving them laughter, suspense, shocks, 
thrills, melodrama and some fast-stepping cabaret scenery.  
 
Detroit Times (source, Film Daily, January 7th, 1926)  
… is a serious drama, convincing and plain spoken and embellished with much comedy relief.  
 
Indianapolis Star (source, Film Daily, January 7th, 1926)  
… a melodrama with several particularly strong scenes and a cyclone that demolishes everything and 
everybody but the hero and the heroine in the last reel.  
 
Indianapolis Times (source, Film Daily, January 7th, 1926)  
“That Royle Girl” is a melodramatic knockout coupled up with some of the most realistic acting that 
the screen has ever reflected.  
 
San Francisco Bulletin (source, Film Daily, January 7th, 1926)  



 

 

For sheer, unadulterated realism and fierce, frenzied action, the tremendous scene which comes as a 
smashing, dramatic finale in Griffith’s picturization of Edwin Balmer’s novel is the last word in 
melodrama.  
 
 
 
San Francisco Call and Post (source, Film Daily, January 7th, 1926)  
Griffith demonstrates anew that he is a past master in directorial technic the art of bringing out and 
emphasizing all those intimate, human touches that lift the picture out of the make-believe into the 
real.  
 
San Francisco Examiner (source, Film Daily, January 7th, 1926)  
… the story unfolds a dramatic conflict between justice as typified by a strait-laced district attorney and 
human nature as typified by a worldly modiste’s model, a popular jazz band leader and a notorious 
gunman.  
 
San Francisco Herald (source, Film Daily, January 7th, 1926)  
… is the best melodrama given us so far by that master of melodramatic photoplays. D. W. Griffith.  
 
San Francisco News (source, Film Daily, January 7th, 1926)  
Under the shrewd and resourceful direction of Griffith the plot of this picturized drama of Edwin 
Balmer’s story, vibrates with tense, swift moving action, piling thrill upon thrill.  
 
New Yorker, January 16th, 1926 issue  
With “That Royle Girl”, now decorating the front mural of the Strand, Mr. David Wark Griffith, saintly 
showman, establishes himself beyond all shadow of doubt as the magnified Samuel Shipman of the 
cinema. He is indisputably the grand master of moralistic-melodramatic balderdash. He has the corner 
on treacle, much and trash and automatically is out of our set.  
 
Cape Girardeau Southeast Missourian, Saturday, January 9th, 1926  
Hail “that Royle Girl.”  
With this singularly appealing melodrama, which Paul Schofield adapted from Edwin Balmer’s griping 
Cosmopolitan Magazine serial, D. W. Griffith is said to reach the high water mark of his distinguished 
career, and justifies the statement that he is now in the golden age of his art.  
“That Royle Girl” is an amazingly truthful picture, a startling expose of ultra-modern life in circles that 
are geared to a mad, jazz tempo - circles where money and morals are “easy come, easy to” – circles 
that live for most people only in the headlines of the newspapers.  
Under the shrewd and resourceful direction of Griffith the plot vibrates with tense, swift-moving 
action, piling thrill upon thrill, mingling love, intrigue and a murder-mystery, laying bare human 
passions and emotions, balancing pathos with humor, softening tragedy with comedy, and finally 
winding up with a raging, devastating cyclone that is the most realistic climatic scene ever flashed on 
the screen.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Prescott Courier, Monday, February 15th, 1926  
One of the most significant productions looming up on the motion picture horizon is D. W. Griffith’s 
spectacular jazz epic, “That Royle Girl,” which makes its debut at the Elks theater tonight. It is a 
melodramatic screen version of Edwin Balmer’s powerful novel which created such a tremendous 
furore when it was first published serially in the Cosmopolitan magazine.  
That Mr. Griffith was not stingy of talent when assembling his cast is evidenced by the presence in the 
film of such capable and popular players as Carol Dempster, W. C. Fields, James Kirkwood and Harrison 
Ford.  
It was inevitable that “That Royle Girl” should find its way to the silver sheet, for its intensity dramatic 
plot of a flippant, beautiful pleasure-craving flapper’s adventures in the fast, rough, roaring jazz-belt 
and underworld of Chicago is loaded with all those surefire elements that go to make up a swift, 
exciting and heart-appealing picture.  
But only Griffith, with his consummate artistry and directorial genius, could have added those subtle, 
delicate, human touches and reinforced the whole with an amazingly realistic cyclone for a climax, that 
stamp the production as one of the photoplay classics of all time.  
Owing to the length of the feature tonight, the first performance will begin at 6:50 with the showing of 
the international News Weekly.  
 
Lewiston Evening Journal, Tuesday, December 15, 1925  
LOTS OF PUNCH IN “THAT ROYLE GIRL”  
Cyclone a Big Piece of Real-ism in Griffith Film Now Showing at Empire Theatre  
There is no denying that “That Royle Girl,” the feature picture now at the Empire Theater, is a thriller. 
It is a succession of sensational episodes, each good for a thrill, exciting action, realism and 
melodrama.  
The scene is laid in the jazz zone and underworld of Chicago, which gives plenty of opportunity for as 
much murder, intrigue, law-breaking tragedy as the author, Edwin Balmer, could devise. Only the 
unvarying art, the careful working out and the splendid acting which characterizes Griffith’s films could 
save such a story from becoming sordid, common and cheap. Griffith has a feeling for true romance. 
The eveil-doers in Griffith’s pictures never prosper. Even the forces of nature are employed against 
them. So it is in this film.  
The plot centers around Joan Daisy Royle, who finds in the jazz-mad pleasures surrounding her in 
Chicago an opportunity to forget the drudgery of her job and the fraud and pretense of her make-shift 
home, which is presided over by a genial rascal of a father, too weak to earn an honest living.  
Her adventures in the glittering cabarets and jazz palaces, her infatuation for Fred Ketlar, the smooth-
tongued dance orchestra leader, her fight to save him from the clutches of the law when he is accuse 
of the murder of his wife, and the development of her romance with Calvin Clarke, the ruggedly honest 
district attorney, are graphically portrayed with a maximum of suspense and human interest detail.  
Carol Dempster, W. C. Fields, James Kirkwood and Harrison Ford are the quartet of featured players 
who carry off the chief acting honors in the production.  
The scenes work up to a terrific climax. It is the big spectacular moment of the picture when a cyclone 
overwhelms a village. Those who have had little comprehension of what a cyclone is actually like will 
find out if they witness this picture.  
The terrifying spectacle of an entire village flooded with torrential rain, of whole buildings collapsing, 
of roofs and walls flying thru space, of trees falling, apparently on the players, of automobiles hurled 
about as if they were toys, of human beings battling desperately to save themselves from Nature’s 
maniacal fury, certainly carries a powerful punch and gives film fans something to remember for many 
a day.  



 

 

The Independent, St. Petersburg, Florida, Wednesday, December 23, 1925  
BIG CROWD SEES A PICTURE MADE BY MASTER DIRECTOR  
Whether it was D. W. Griffiths’ name or the Cosmopolitan story that caused it nodbody knows but the 
fact remains that there was an unusually large crowd at the Plaza theater last night to see “That Royle 
Girl” which is the first big picture Giriffith has made since he went with Paramount. The story from 
which the play was written ran in the Cosmopolitan and many persons who read it desired to the what 
had been made of it on the screen.  
Most persons who read the book found the picture better. It was changed in some instances to make 
more dramatic situations and there was much more action than in the pages of the book. Griffith took 
some liberties with the story and got fine effects.  
“That Royle Girl” is a melodrama so well handled that interest is held tense at all times. The big scene 
is where a cyclone destroys a village and this is so realistically done that the crowd last night sat tense 
and absorbed as though witnessing the real thing. There was a general sigh of relaxation when the 
storm was over. This audible relaxing after a strain was the best tribute that could be paid to t he 
producer.  
Griffith knows how to get stage effects. He has taken Edwin Balmer’s vivid, ultra-modern story of life in 
the Chicago jazz belt and underworld, peopled it with such fine artists as Carol Dempster, W. C. Fields, 
James Kirkwood, Harrison Ford and others, and mad of it a heart-gripping picture of thrilling drama.  
Exciting as is the action of the plot which sweeps through scenes of law-breaking, intrigue and murder, 
reaching a climactic frenzy in a cyclone, it is overshadowed by the spirited acting of the chief 
characters, and dominated at times by the master hand of Griffith.  
Under his sympathetic eye, Miss Dempster, in the title role, achieves a triumphant characterization. 
With naturalness and sincerity she reveals the many-sided phases of the jazz-mad little flapper’s 
complex nature. In the same way, W. C. Fields, as the dead-beat father, insinuates himself into the 
affections of the audience. Swindler and weakling though he is, there is yet something lovable and 
super-pathetic about him. Perhaps it’s his saving sense of humor, for his comedy is certainly 
contagious.  
No finer tribute can be paid James Kirkwood than to say that he portrays the uncompromising district 
attorney, torn between love and a New England conscience, with admirable restraint and whole-
souled zeal. As for Harrison Ford, his impersonation of the egotistic jazz leader is by all odds the best 
thing he has ever done.  
Make it a point to see “That Royle Girl.” You are sure to like it!  



 

 

The Evening News, San Jose, California, Friday, December 18, 1925  
GRIFFITH FILM AT LIBERTY IS GREAT TRIUMPH  
The way the public has been crowding the Liberty theater for the past week during screening of David 
Wark Griffith’s “That Royle Girl” is clear indication that its thousands of patrons are anxious to support 
the popular local N. T. S. cinema house in its endeavor to exhibit only the finest film production.  
“That Royle Girl,” which opened at the Liberty Sunday and may be seen for the last times today and 
tomorrow, is a typical Griffith production.  
The cast is alone enough to recommend it to the intelligent screen patron. Such brilliant players a s 
Carol Dempster, James Kirkwood, W. C. Fields and Harrison Ford will “make” any picture; and when 
story, direction and cast are all of super quality, one has entertainment approaching perfection.  
Here is the story of Joan Royle, a pretty denizen of Chicago’s famous look, with a “come hither” look in 
her flashing eye, and a neat way of wearing her clothes that makes the men strain their optics as she 
sways past on her way down the boulevard. However, this is all meat and drink to little Miss Royle. She 
likes it, thrives on it.  
Then she gets mixed up with the town’s jazz kind, a gay, wild lad, taken by Harrison Ford. This boy is 
already married. But he continues to hit the high spots of the city’s night life until, suddenly, 
mysteriously, his wife is murdered.  
They try to put the blame on him. He’s in a fair way to be hung. But the Royle girl, although she 
discovers that she doesn’t love him as passionately as she thought, sticks by him through storm and 
stress.  
 
Kentucky New Era, Wednesday, December 16, 1925  
GRIFFITH SCORES WITH VIVID JAZZ EPIC AT PRINCESS  
“That Royle Girl” is New Directorial Triumph For Old Master  
The Princess today and tomorrow will present a great story. The finest Griffith has had in years. 
Melodramatic, heart-throbbing, flashy, funny, pathetic, gripping!  
A story of a Daughter of Today from the Cosmopolitan Magazine story by Edwin Balmer, Screen play by 
Paul Schofield.  
“That Royle Girl” is Joan Daisy Royle, a jazzy, beautiful modiste’s mannequin, who becomes infatuated 
with Fred Ketlar, famous leader of a Chicago dance hall orchestra. The latter, though married is 
estranged from his wife, Adele, who has become the mistress of George Baretta, wealthy bootlegger 
and gang leader.  
Adele is found murdered one morning. Ketlar is accuse of the crime, having been seen entering her 
apartment. The trial is the sensation of the city. Although Calvin Clark, the straitlaced district attorney, 
finds himself strangely drawn to Joan, who is a witness for the defense, he is nevertheless, merciless in 
his cross-examination of her and succeeds in convicting Ketlar.  
As the day of Ketlar’s execution approaches, Joan works frantically to save him. Tipped off that Baretta 
is the real murdered, she disguises herself and joins a part the gangster is fiving at Boar’s Head, a 
notorious roadhouse. She overhears Baretta admit the murder, but is discovered and forced to make a 
sensational escape, just as a terrific cyclone breaks in all its fury. The inn collapses, killing all the 
gangsters.  
Clarke, who had followed Joan, arrives and in a mad rush they reach the governor by phone and stay 
the execution of Ketlar. Eventually the dance leader is freed, but Joan realizes that she never really 
loved him. Ketlar marries a chorus girl, and Joan finds happiness with Clarke.  
 
 
 
 



 

 

The Norwalk Hour Tuesday, December 1, 1925  
Silence is the one thing that is absent from D. W. Griffith’s silent drama “Thant Royle Girl” which is 
being shown today Wednesday and Thursday at the regent theater. It becomes articulate. It screams, it 
shouts, it laughs, it cries. Produced by the master director, the picture tells a story of that part of city 
life where morals and money are “easy come, easy go.”  
It is a top-notch picture with lots of rip-roaring comedy and melodramatic effects, a hurricane and 
chase, some of the touches that only Griffith can master.  
 
The Harvard Crimson, December 2, 1925  
Griffith Shows the Results of "One Exciting Night" In His Newest and Wildest Venture Now at the 
Fenway.  
From the limbo of crazy plots and hysterical melodrama, D.W. Griffith has brought "That Royle Girl" 
and just why he has done it is still open to doubt. Supposing that Mr. Griffith is still capable of another 
"Birth of a Nation," it might be well for him to hunt around for a story. As it is he has gone to work with 
W.C. Fields, Carol Dempster and a lot of wind machines. It may be even possible that the wind 
machines were borrowed from other sets, because it seems impossible that a normal supply could 
create such a fiendish storm. Mr. Griffith doesn't content himself with a mere cyclone; he has to have 
three or four tornadoes going on at the same time. Of course when you have over half the cast to kill 
off at the end you might just as well blow them to pieces as drown them or burn them. We're 
beginning to wonder why a Griffith cyclone wasn't used in place of the Great Flood by whoever was in 
charge.  
Here we are well into the second paragraph and we haven't said a serious word about Miss Dempster 
yet. She escaped from a Mary Pickford tendency to fight in the streets early in the picture, and acted 
with reasonable sanity and dignity from then on. She is really too lovely altogether to go clowning all 
over the screen with such a master of the jongoleur's art as W.C. Fields. Fields, by the way, contributes 
his own blundering broad-faced type of humor which this department has always enjoyed enormously. 
It is to be regretted that he falls on and off the screen comparatively few times.  
Whereas the melodramatic rapidly of the picture is forgivable, we cannot possibly pardon Mr. Griffith 
for those idle moments of sentimentality when he tried to make up for all the nasty things he thought 
about Abraham Lincoln during the making of "The Birth of a Nation." Not that we are against 
sentiment as a general rule--oh, dear no--but this was almost maudlin.  
In spite of all the better things we have said about "That Royle Girl," it really isn't bad entertainment. 
Mr. Griffith is doing stunts for his audience, and if the story is jerky, and the action too rapid at times, 
there is still the beautiful and clever Miss Dempster, to make up for other failings. As we have 
intimated above, she would be a great actress if she stopped trying to be cute.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Motion Picture Magazine, April, 1926  
It’s a lurid melodrama that D. W. Griffith ahs fashioned from Edwin Balmer’s story. There is nothing 
extraordinary about it. The outstanding point is a cyclone achieved with the same sense of dramatics 
that D. W.’s ice-jam in “Way Down East” had. Otherwise, it is just plain movie filled with a typical 
Griffith heroine, a murder or two, some comedy relief and some good, old-fashioned hokum. These 
elements have been fused together with skill – there being a place for everything – from introduction 
to climax.  
The typical Griffith heroine is dragged into a murder case and fights to save the man wrongly accused 
of the crime. Then comes the romance, which develops between this flower of Chicago slums and the 
righteous district attorney who handles the case. And that’s all there is, there isn’t any more – unless 
we mention the subtitles which are too flowery – and the acting which is very good.  
Carol Dempster plays the title-rȏle – a varied personality, and handles her emotional scenes in a 
creditable manner. She scores a distinct triumph. Harrison Ford contributes a good piece of acting and 
James Kirkwood tempers his work with fine restraint. as for W. C. Fields – well, he will make you laugh, 
but his opportunities are few.  
“That Royle Girl” should please you if you overlook the “hoke” and the preachy subtitles. Its virtues are 

its pace and punch. But it is very mediocre stuff for Griffith to turn out. – Paramount. 


